ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel scheme for simplifying a surfel set with the resultant surfels computed and distributed to preserve prominent geometric and textural features. It works by iteratively collapsing local neighborhoods around surfels until a given data reduction ratio is reached. For optimized feature preservation, novel techniques are proposed in various steps of the scheme. The local neighborhood collapses are prioritized according to a cost metric that takes into account the local complexities of both the geometric and the textural information. Methods for surfel attribute computation are proposed for faithful representation of geometric and textural features in the simplified model. The proposed algorithm is further extended to support out-of-core simplification for large models by optimally determining the reduction ratios for different parts of the model in consideration of the surface features. Experimental results demonstrate the outstanding performance of the proposed scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of points as primitives to display 3D surfaces was initiated by Levoy and Whitted [1] . Since the point-based representation gets rid of the need for maintaining and processing complex topological information, it is particularly suitable for representing highly detailed and densely sampled 3D surfaces. With the advances in 3D laser scanning technology and hardware processing power, the use of point primitives for 3D surface representation and rendering has been gaining popularity in the past decade [2] - [6] . In this work, we are concerned with a prevalent form of point primitive, surfel, which is a circular disk with attributes including center location, normal vector, texture color and radius [2] , [7] .
With the current 3D laser scanning technology, a pointbased 3D model with hundreds of millions of point primitives can be easily acquired. However, in spite of the rapid increase in hardware capabilities, it is not generally feasible yet to render and manipulate those huge point-based models at interactive speeds using commodity computers. Therefore, simplification techniques have been investigated by researchers in order to reach a balance point between the reduction ratio of point primitives and the approximation quality of the resultant simplified model. Although most of these techniques make good use of the points' positional and/or normal information, they do not analyze the textural information which, nevertheless, conveys highly important hints on a model's visual appearance.
In this research, we aim to reduce an input surfel set representing a 3D surface to a user-specified budget while preserving geometrical and textural features on the original surface. To achieve this target, a novel surfel set simplification scheme is proposed in this work and its major contributions include:
• A comprehensive cost metric of local neighborhood collapse. It considers local features in all position, normal and texture attributes. Following the order of local neighborhood collapse operations as determined by this cost metric, the simplified result can well keep the prominent geometric and textural features of the original 3D surface.
• A novel scheme for representative surfel computation. The proposed method makes a smooth approximation while keeping sharp features in the local neighborhood. In particular, it provides a mechanism for users to control the tradeoff between smoothness and sharpness of texture and extends the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) operator for texture sharpening.
• Out-of-core simplification with optimal budget allocation. Out-of-core models are firstly partitioned into several in-core ones. Then the simplification ratios are optimally determined for the resultant in-core segments under the total budget constraint. Finally, the in-core segments are independently simplified to the determined ratios using the proposed in-core algorithm.
II. RELATED WORK
In order to address the issues coming with the explosive point data volume, research in point-based model simplification and compression has been intensively conducted. For point-based model compression, representative works include [8] - [14] . Although some of them can produce reduced levels of detail (LODs) during the progressive encoding and decoding processes, their focus is usually on the compact coding of the LOD representation but not on how to reach an optimal balance point between the primitive count and the approximation quality, which is in general the goal of point-based model simplification. The previous works on 3D point-based model simplification can be divided into two classes: distortion-driven and cardinality-driven approaches. Distortion-driven approaches represent the original 3D model by a minimized number of primitives where each one represents a local surface patch with the distortion under the user-specified threshold, as reviewed in Section II-A. Cardinality-driven approaches represent the original 3D model by a given number of primitives while maximizing the approximation quality, as reviewed in Section II-B. Further, some works on large scale model rendering and simplification are reviewed in Section II-C.
A. DISTORTION-DRIVEN SIMPLIFICATION
Some algorithms are based on surface segmentation or splatting. Pauly and Gross [15] proposed to segment the surface into patches each represented as a height field and resample the patches based on the spectral analysis on them. Wu and Kobbelt [16] proposed to generate a splat around each original point based on a flatness criterion, greedily select a subset of the splats to cover the whole surface and perform global relaxation to improve the regularity of patch distribution. Reniers and Telea [17] proposed an approach to aggressively segment an input surface into large patches using an algebraic multigrid algorithm, and represent each patch with a textured planar splat. While reducing the number of points, it increases the complexity of each splat and it is mainly targeted for extreme simplification and rendering. He and Liang [18] performed splat generation and selection to construct the simplified model, as Wu and Kobbelt [16] , but utilized the Moving Least Square (MLS) projection and avoided the relaxation procedure.
Some algorithms are based on point clustering [19] - [22] . In these works, the point set is divided into a number of clusters and each cluster is represented by a new point primitive. Shi et al. [19] presented a scheme based on the k-means clustering to gather similar points together, and used the maximum normal vector measures to control the cluster morphology. Miao et al. [20] adapted the mean-shift algorithm to cluster the points. In the work Miao et al. [21] used the regular triangulation of the Gaussian sphere and divided two neighbor points that have normals located in the same Gaussian triangle into a cluster. In the later work [22] , they optimized the clustering procedure to generate normalized disk-like clusters.
Another class of algorithms simplifies a point set through key point sampling. Moenning and Dodgson [23] proposed a simplification algorithm that starts with one sample and iteratively adds new samples to the result based on the intrinsic farthest point sampling techniques. It claims the capability in intuitive density control and feature sensitive simplification. Li et al. [24] and Zhang et al. [25] extracted and reserved feature points. In both [24] and [25] , a point is considered as a feature point if the sum of the distances from its k-nearest neighbors to the tangent plane at the point is above a threshold. Katz and Tal [26] extracted a subset of points by controlling the density of the reduced point set, so as to create bright regions (regions with low point density) and dark regions (regions with high point density) for improving the visual comprehension. It should be noted that the visual comprehension of the simplified point set is improved not generically but for a specifically given viewpoint.
Most existent algorithms focus on the geometric fidelity of the simplified model. Texture attribute other than geometry has also been taken into account by a few simplification algorithms for better appearance preservation. Hyeon Joong Kim et al. [27] proposed a facial model sampling method that incorporates color vectors into the spectral sampling process and assigns high weights to feature areas that are automatically detected or interactively marked. Duck Bong Kim et al. [28] recursively subdivided the point set into grid sub-cells, and represented each sub-cell by one point. The subdivision of one cell stops when the deviation of the cell, calculated from both the normal and the color values, is less than a user-specified threshold.
B. CARDINALITY-DRIVEN SIMPLIFICATION
Pauly et al. [29] extended several techniques in polygonal mesh simplification to point-based model simplification and made a comprehensive comparison of them. Song and Feng [30] proposed to partition the input point cloud into a fixed number of clusters and represent each cluster with a point minimizing the geometric deviation between the simplified and the original data sets. In addition, Song and Feng [31] , [32] proposed an algorithm suitable for mechanical model simplification which identifies and preserves points on edges while iteratively removing nonedge points that can be reliably represented by their respective neighbors. Yu et al. [33] proposed a two-step approach to point-based model simplification: the K -means algorithm is utilized to first construct a cluster tree; leaf nodes satisfying a certain simplification criterion are iteratively collapsed until a desired data reduction ratio is reached. Huang et al. [34] proposed to prioritize local neighborhood collapses according to a cost metric considering local geometric and textural characterics. Their proposed VOLUME 4, 2016 visibility-based color computation, however, is viewdependent and not generic.
C. LARGE SCALE POINT CLOUD SIMPLIFICATION
For large scale point-based models that do not fit as a whole in memory, algorithms have been proposed for efficient rendering [35] - [42] or out-of-core simplification [43] of them.
The majority of these algorithms are based on hierarchical representations of point clouds. Guthe et al. [35] proposed a rendering framework that triangulates the point cloud and employs the out-of-core simplification method in [44] to build an octree-based LOD hierarchy. Gobbetti et al. [37] proposed a view-dependent rendering method for large scale point models that adaptively determines the sampling density inside the nodes through a top-down traversal of the hierarchy. They further proposed a bottom-up hierarchy construction method in [36] to produce a more uniform spacing between point samples. Pajarola et al. [38] and Wimmer and Scheiblauer [39] respectively extended the method of Sequential Point Trees (SPT) [45] for out-of-core rendering. Wand et al. [42] presented a dynamic hierarchy that can be interactively edited. Later, Wand et al. [40] provided a more extensive empirical evaluation of the influence of data structure parameters on rendering and editing processes. Goswami et al. [41] introduced a hierarchical organization based on multi-way kd-trees, which is highly balanced with uniformly sized nodes. As hierarchical representations support LOD in nature, these rendering-oriented algorithms can be adapted for out-of-core point cloud simplification as well.
Non-hierarchical algorithms have also been proposed. Du et al. [43] proposed to uniformly divide the bounding box of the original model into rectilinear grid cells, calculate a representative point for each, and use point-pair contractions and point splits selectively to produce different LODs for different regions. Wand et al. [42] presented an approach specifically for the rendering of Molecular Dynamics point sets, also based on regular grid subdivision.
It is worth pointing out, though, most of the abovereviewed algorithms generate the simplified LODs based on local heuristics but not on systematic global optimization as we do.
III. OVERVIEW
In this work, we propose a cardinality-driven surfel set simplification algorithm that exploits position, normal and texture information to adaptively compute and distribute surfels. As a result, both geometric and textural features are well preserved at any given data reduction ratio. As shown in Algorithm 1, the simplification process is performed by iteratively collapsing the local neighborhood around a selected surfel, i.e., replacing all the existing surfels in this neighborhood with a newly computed representative, until a desired data reduction ratio R is reached.
The framework of iterative local neighborhood collapse is a standard one which has been adopted by many existent algorithms. Our proposed scheme presents novelties mainly in the optimal plane fitting for local neighborhood collapse cost and representative surfel geometry computations, the local color sharpening, and the optimal surfel budget distribution for large scale surfel set simplification.
Algorithm 1 The Proposed Procedure of Surfel Set Simplification
Input: Original surfel set S, and reduction ratio R. Output: Surfel set S representing the simplified model. 1 S = S. 2 Construct the neighbor relationship F for each surfel in S . 3 Construct a representative surfel for each local neighborhood and compute the cost-of-collapse. 4 while |S |/|S| > R do 5 Find the local neighborhood B with the minimum cost-of-collapse.
6
Construct the neighbor relationship for the representative surfel s of B.
7
Update F by removing neighbor relationships associated with B and adding neighbor relationships associated with s.
Given an input surfel set, we first construct the neighbor relationship between the surfels. For each surfel and its neighbors which form a local neighborhood, we construct a representative surfel, and compute the distortion between the local neighborhood and the representative surfel as the cost of the corresponding collapse operation. At the runtime, the local neighborhood with the minimum collapse cost is collapsed at each iteration. A collapse operation involves replacing the existing surfels with the corresponding representative, updating the neighborhood relationship and updating the collapse costs for the affected local neighborhoods. Particularly, for textural models, we extend the use of DoG operator for local image sharpening to enhance the texture details in the simplified model. Further, we extend our algorithm for outof-core surfel set models. The extended algorithm divides an out-of-core model into pieces, optimally determines the simplification budget for each, and simplifies each individually with our in-core algorithm.
In the following sections, we describe each key algorithmic step in reasonable detail for a clear explanation of the whole process, though all the steps are not completely our novel contributions.
IV. LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD COLLAPSE A. LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD CONSTRUCTION
We denote the input surfel set as S 0 = {s 0
and c 0 i are its position, normal, radius and color, respectively. In order to construct a surfel's neighborhood, we first need a criterion by which to determine whether two given surfels, s 0 i and s 0
Since we work with surfels that are compactly tiled to represent a 3D surface, both the location and the dimension information of surfels are used in the neighbor test of two surfels. Given two surfels, s 0 i and s 0 j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N 0 , i = j), they are neighbors if and only if |p 0 i − p 0 j | < r 0 i + r 0 j , i.e., the Euclidean distance between the centers is less than the sum of the radius of the two disks at s 0 i and s 0 j . For the sake of simplicity, the orientation of a surfel is not taken into account in the neighbor relationship test. Therefore, surfels that are sufficiently close in location but highly different in orientation may be treated as neighbors as well, which usually happens around feature regions like edges and corners on the surface. However, this will not influence the final simplification result quality because the collapse of these regions will be penalized due to the large variation in surfel normals (see Section IV-B.4).
B. COMPUTATION OF REPRESENTATIVE SURFEL
We denote the surfel set at the current iteration as S = {s
, a representative surfel s = (p, n, r, c) needs to be computed. First, an optimal fitting plane P that s lies on is found, whose unit normal is n. Next, the center position p and the radius r of the surfel s are determined on the fitting plane. Finally, the color c is computed by a novel Gaussianweighting-based method. Optionally, the colors of all the surfels in the simplified model may be further optimized by an extended sharpening operator.
1) OPTIMAL FITTING PLANE
For each local neighborhood B k , we construct an optimal fitting plane P that the representative surfel s lies on in order to minimize the distance between s and the surfels in B k . We formulate the linear equation of plane P as ax + by
, and denote n P = (a, b, c). Moreover, we propose an error metric considering both the position and the normal information as follows:
where p j the projection of the center of surfel s j on plane P and α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a parameter input by the user to control the relative degree of fidelity between the position and the normal. We empirically set α = 0.5 for our test models. The optimal (a, b, c, d) should minimize the proposed error metric as follows,
This is a quadratic programming problem with quadratic equality constraints. It can be solved with the Lagrange multiplier technique, i.e.,
By providing a reasonable initial guess, e.g., using the average normal and the centroid of the surfels in the local neighborhood to define the initial plane, we derive the optimal fitting plane P using the Newton's method.
2) SURFEL ATTRIBUTES COMPUTATION
With the optimal fitting plane determined as P:
Denoting the projection of the center of surfel s j (s j ∈ B k ) on plane P as p j , we use the weighted average of all these surfel centers' projections to define the position p of surfel s, using the projected areas of the corresponding surfels as the weights. The projected area A j of surfel s j is computed as
and p as
We define the radius as the distance from p to the farthest point in the projected surfel regions, i.e., r = max
We compute c as the weighted average of the colors of all the surfels in B k . Intuitively, higher weights should be given to surfels with larger projection areas and/or closer to p. Specifically, c is computed as
where H (p j , δ) is a Gaussian function defined as
Here δ is a user-specifiable parameter to control the relative contributions of surfels at different distances from p. In order to illustrate the effect of δ, we show in Fig. 1 the same spatial region of the simplified Male model using δ = 1.0 (a), δ = 0.1 (b), and the original Male model (c). From Fig. 1 , we observe that bigger (smaller) δ values lead to smoother (sharper) textural quality. We empirically adopt δ = 0.5 for a good balance between smoothness and sharpness of the simplified texture. 
3) LOCAL TEXTURE SHARPENING
With the progress of simplification, the textural features of the original 3D model are gradually loosing. In order to restore as many textural features as possible, we extend the 2D color image sharpening scheme proposed in [46] to enhance the textural features in the simplified 3D surfel set models. For computational efficiency, the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) operator is used in our implementation (see [46] for details).
The proposed texture sharpening operation is performed after the color of a representative sufel is calculated according to Section IV-B.2. When the local neighborhood B k of surfel s k is to be collapsed, we first project each surfel in B k onto the optimal fitting plane determined in Section IV-B.1, and use the distances between the projected surfel centers and the center of s for the corresponding Gaussian value calculation. As in [46] , the sharpening operation needs to be performed on an opponent color space. Given the input color values represented in the RGB space, we transform them to the opponent color space of AC 1 C 2 , and perform the sharpening operation in each opponent channel respectively. Finally, enhanced color values in AC 1 C 2 space are converted back to their RGB correspondences which replace the computed color values of representative surfels as described in Section IV-B.2.
4) LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD COLLAPSE COST
It is worth noting that a variety of cost metrics for simplification operators have already been developed for 3D mesh simplification. However, we find it hard to port them to surfel set simplification, as they often assume an explicit topological structure of the local neighborhood which is not existent in a point-based model. In particular, quadric error metrics (QEM) for mesh simplification [47] , [48] may not be readily used for surfel set simplification even though a surfel (as a triangle in a mesh) defines a plane, since the other attributes (e.g., normal and color) are degenerate on each single surfel.
The local neighborhood collapse cost should reflect the extent of degradation in approximation quality when that neighborhood is collapsed. Humans' visual perception is most sensitive to the variation of curvature and texture on a surface, which is represented as the local variation of geometry and color of a surfel set, respectively. Therefore, the local neighborhood collapse cost is calculated based on the variations of the geometry and color information of the surfels of the corresponding local neighborhood.
High variation in geometry and color means sharp geometric and textural features, respectively, and should lead to high local neighborhood collapse cost.
We measure the geometry cost for collapsing a local neigh-
is the optimal fitting plane for B k , and measure the color cost by an area-weighted sum of the squared color distances of the surfels in B k to the representative surfel s. Further, we use a user-specifiable parameter β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) to control the relative degree of fidelity between geometry and color. Consequently, the local neighborhood collapse cost, C k , of B k is defined as
We test on two models and visually show the distribution of the local neighborhood collapse costs in Fig. 2 , from which we can see that larger costs distribute over regions with more geometrical and/or textural features. 
C. UPDATES OF SURFEL SET AND LOCAL NEIGHBORHOODS
When a local neighborhood B i is collapsed to a representative surfel s, we update the surfel set S to S = S − B i + {s}. All the neighbors of the surfels in B i except those in B i are set as neighbors of s. In other words, the neighborhood, B, of s is defined as B = s j ∈B i B j − B i . As shown in Fig. 3 , when the local neighborhood around s i , as indicated by a shaded pink circle in Fig. 3(a) , is collapsed, the local neighborhood is replaced with a representative surfel, s, and the neighborhood around s is shaded yellow as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The representative surfel and the collapse cost for B is then accordingly computed.
In addition, we decide for each surfel s k (s k ∈ B) whether its local neighborhood, B k , needs to be updated. Although some surfel(s) in B k has (have) been removed from the surfel set S as a result of the collapse of B i , we do not immediately remove its (their) copies from B k . If not all the surfel(s) in B k have been removed from the surfel set, we keep B k unchanged; otherwise, we re-construct B k in the current surfel set using the method in Section IV-A. For instance, the local neighborhood around s i in Fig. 3(a) is collapsed to obtain the result in Fig. 3(c) , where two (in dashed circles) but not all surfels in the local neighborhood of surfel s k (s k ∈ B) are removed from the surfel set and therefore B k (the greenshaded region) is unchanged. Only when B k is updated do we re-compute its representative surfel and collapse cost. By doing this, the local neighborhood update overhead is significantly reduced while satisfactory simplification results are produced in our experiments.
V. LARGE SCALE MODEL SIMPLIFICATION
Given a large scale model S = {s i |i = 1, . . . , M } that can not be loaded into main memory as a whole, we first partition it into several parts, as described in Section V-A. Then we use the Lagrangian multiplier technique to optimally determine the reduction ratio for each part subject to a total surfel budget, as described in Section V-B. After that, we treat each part as a small in-core model, and simplify it by our incore simplification method. Finally, these simplified parts are integrated to obtain a simplified model of the original.
A. OUT-OF-CORE PARTITIONING
We propose a two-pass method to partition the large scale model S into N parts, S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S N , so that each part alone can be wholly loaded into memory. In the first pass, we calculate the model's axis-aligned bounding box by sequentially scanning all the surfel data on disk, and equally subdivide it into M rectilinear grid cells. In the second pass, we scan the surfels again, determine which cell each surfel falls into and, finally, store the surfels inside each of the N (N ≤ M ) nonempty cells to a separate file.
B. RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION
For each part S i , i = 1, . . . , N , we denote the number of surfels and the distortion when it is simplified (using our incore method) by a rate of r i as G i,r i and D i,r i respectively. Our objective is to find the set of {r i } N i=1 that minimizes the overall distortion N i=1 D i,r i while satisfying the surfel budget constraint
The optimization task in Eq. 15 can be solved by using the Lagrangian multiplier technique, i.e.,
A specific λ value gives the optimal result for a specific surfel budget, and the optimization problem of Eq. 15 involves searching for a λ value such that Eq. 16 gives the optimal result for G total . For more details on Lagrangian optimization, we refer to the article [49] by Ortega and Ramchandran. The remaining issue is to get (G i,r i , D i,r i ) pairs for a sequence of r i values, obtaining a rate-distortion curve for the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) part. For a specific r i value, we have G i,r i = |S i | × r i where |S i | is the surfel count of part S i before reduction, and D i,r i is computed by summing the costs of the local neighborhood collapses according to Eq. 13.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As shown in Fig. 4 , we use ten test models in our experiments. Igea, Balljoint, Dinosaur and Male are obtained from the courtesy of Pointshop 3D; Bunny and Jar are downloaded from http://www.3dmodelfree.com; Lucy, Tiger and Panda are downloaded from http://www.cgjoy.com; Buildings is obtained from the courtesy of Graphics Labs of EECS, Peking University.
It should be noted that we obtain the surfel set models for Bunny, Jar, Lucy, Tiger and Panda from the original 3D meshes by subdividing each triangle into several smaller triangles and placing a surfel at the center of each. The texture images on the models of Bunny and Jar are by the curtesy of TextureOnline 1 and PhotoshopRoadmap. 2 The surfel count of each model is given in the parenthesis after the name label in Fig. 4 .
Comparison on a fair basis with related works on point-based model simplification is not easy in general since different types of point primitives (e.g. pure points or circular disks) and different means for the evaluation of model quality have been used by different works. Still, we strive to compare with two recent state-of-the-art works [28] , [33] under common settings in our experiments. We implement the algorithm in [33] with the surface-variance-based criterion in both the clustering and the simplification processes, which is denoted as ASM in the following text. It should be noted that the original ASM algorithm [33] works on pure points. In our experiments, we apply the ASM algorithm to the positions of surfels and reconstruct a surfel set from the simplified point sets for comparison with our algorithm. In addition, we implement the algorithm proposed in [28] (denoted as ER), and make comparisons between ER, ASM and our algorithm (denoted as OFP) in our experiments. Note that there is very few works published more recently on point-based model simplification. One such work is [26] by Katz and Tal, which we do not compare with since it, unlike ER, ASM and OFP, makes view-dependent but not generic point set simplification.
A. NON-TEXTURED MODEL SIMPLIFICATION
As shown in Fig. 5 , we experiment on several surfel sets with only geometric information using ER, ASM and OFP.
The corresponding algorithm and surfel count are marked under each model. Note that, for ER, the various cardinalities of the simplified models are obtained by setting different geometric errors for the simplification. From Fig. 5 , we see that OFP yields better quality of simplified models than ASM and ER. For quantitative comparison between different algorithms, we propose to measure the geometry error between the simplified surfel set
where 
The thus-designed error metric favors preservation of local neighborhoods with bigger areas and/or higher normal complexities, due to the factors of (r 0 i ) 2 and E i in Eq. 17. Following this error metric, we plot the error curves for different test models with different algorithms in Fig. 6 , which show a clear advantage of OFP over ER and ASM for all the test models.
B. TEXTURED MODEL SIMPLIFICATION
In order to show the effect of β in Eq. 13, we simplify Bunny to 27,780 surfels with different β settings to obtain different results shown in Fig. 7 , where we observe that bigger (smaller) β values lead to better (worse) geometric quality but worse (better) textural quality of the simplified model. This demonstrates that users may effectively specify their relative priorities in preserving geometric and textural features by adjusting the value of β. In the following experiments, we set β = 0.5 for a good balance between the geometric and the textural qualities.
Further, we demonstrate the effectiveness of texture sharpening using three models, i.e., Jar, Male, and Tiger. For each model, we simplify it to the same cardinality with and without texture sharpening, respectively. The results for the three models are shown in Fig. 8 , from which we observe more crispy textural features after the sharpening. It is worthwhile to point out that the textural sharpening technique works best if the raw texture image is rich in sharp features. Otherwise, it might not make significant differences.
In order to compare the performance of ER, ASM and OFP, we run them on three textured models, i.e., Bunny, Tiger and Male, and visualize selected results in Fig. 9 . The corresponding algorithm and surfel count are marked under each model. Again, for ER, the various cardinalities of the simplified models are obtained by setting different geometric and color errors for the simplification. From Fig. 9 , we observe that OFP leads to significantly better preserved model appearance than both ASM and ER when the models are reduced to the same ratios.
To measure the quantitative error of a simplified textured model, we first render it and the original model respectively from the same set of views. Then, for each specific view, we compute the root-mean-square error between the simplified and the original models' images. Finally, we sum up the rootmean-square errors from all the views to obtain the quantitative error of the simplified model. In our experiments, five views are used for the error computation, which are front, back, left, right and top views. Using this error computation method, we obtain the error curves for different test models with different algorithms in Fig. 10 , which again show a clear advantage of OFP over ER and ASM for all the test models.
C. LARGE SCALE MODEL SIMPLIFICATION
We experiment on three large scale models: Panda, Lucy and Buildings to demonstrate the performance of the proposed rate-distortion optimization technique. We perform out-ofcore simplification with and without rate-distortion optimization, respectively. For the former, we optimally determine the reduction ratios of different model parts as described in Section V-B; for the latter, we simply apply the same reduction ratio for all the model parts. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . For Panda, both whole model images and enlarged local regions are shown for better illustration. From Fig. 11 , we see that the proposed rate-distortion optimization technique leads to better preserved textural features for panda. Advantages of the optimization is less obvious for Lucy and Buildings. The major reason may be that prominent features are quite evenly distributed in Lucy and Buildings, leaving little room for rate-distortion optimization. Further, Buildings contains high noise, which makes the optimal plane fitting, the local neighborhood collapse cost metric, and the rate-distortion optimization less valid in turn. The results in Fig. 11 suggest that our rate-distortion optimization algorithm is most suited for models with unevenly distributed features and low noise.
D. TIMING STATISTICS
We report in Tab. 1 the simplification time for several test models on a desktop computer with 4GB memory, 2.83GHz
Intel Core2 Quad CPU. We see from Tab. 1 that our algorithm achieves the highest running efficiency among the three on these test models.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have proposed a novel surfel set simplification scheme by iteratively picking the local neighborhood with the least cost to collapse until a desired data reduction ratio is reached. Novel techniques are devised in the proposed scheme to optimally preserve the original geometric and textural features. To summarize, the proposed cost metric for local neighborhood collapse is based on the local variations in the geometric and the textural information, both of which provide very important hints to the humans' visual perception; an efficient scheme is proposed to construct the representative surfel for local neighborhood collapse; DoG-based textural sharpening techniques is proposed for enhanced texture details in the simplified model. Furthermore, our algorithm is extended to support out-of-core simplification of huge models.
In the future, it is interesting to investigate feature adaptive simplification of dynamic point clouds, that are recently finding wider use in mixed reality applications (e.g., teleimmersive videos). For dynamic point cloud simplification, it will be important to preserve not only geometric and textural features but also prominent motion features while maintaining the smoothness and naturalness of motions at the same time. 
